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The Jeongseong for the 10th anniversary of True Father's Holy 
Ascension by FFWPU Heavenly Korea Subregion 4 started with a 
13-day online Divine Principle workshop for Pyeonghwa Aewons. 
On the substantial foundation of over 7,000 participants, 1000 
selected couples were offered to Heaven as blessed families 
through the Peace Blessing Ceremonies held in all 42 churches. 
These people could connect thanks to activities from the seven 
different pillars of UPF. 
 
For substantial settlement, a 2-night and 3-day workshop was held 
from July 1 to 3 at the Cheonghae Training Center, where we can 
feel true Parents' embrace. There were over 100 participants, and 
they went through the process of being reborn as true families. The 

special 40-day period of activities started on this foundation of substantial jeongseong for the 10th 
anniversary of the Holy Ascension. 
 
During this period, the 42 churches in Subregion 4 will visit inactive members to bring them back. 
Together with all who have connected with True Parents, we will meet our beloved Father on the 10th 
anniversary of the Holy Ascension. 
 
We will make this a 40-day time to think again about the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind, 
taking part in the golden age of providence with True Mother, the Only Begotten Daughter, and giving 
her hope for the establishment of Cheon Il Guk. 
 
True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind! Thank you. We love you! 
 

 
 
Remarks by Lee Sang-jae, co-president of Heavenly Korea 

 

In commemoration of the 10th anniversary of True Father's Holy Ascension, all the churches in the 
Heavenly Nation of Jeolla started the 40-day jeongseong under the theme "Let's Meet Father" and held a 



 

 

launch worship service to resolve to fulfill their responsibility. True Parents gave us the precious words, 
"Always take good care of others." and "Before you desire to have dominion over the universe, you must 
first gain dominion over yourself." When we follow True Parents' words and become examples to the 
world, our neighbors, tribes, community, and nation will support, trust and follow us. Through this, the 
mind and body can become one, husband and wife can become one, and we wish to establish a 'church 
where families are happy and Heavenly Nation of Jeolla where families are happy.' Through this special 
40-day period of activities commemorating the 10th anniversary of True Father's Holy Ascension, I hope 
we will be victorious in love as we reflect on the first motivation, the first heart, and the first love, which 
guided us on the path of God's will. I pray that all leaders and members will become one and sincerely 
devote themselves to the special "visiting activities" and awaken members who have been distant from 
the church and inactive second generations so they can return to True Parents. Let us go to the Cheonwon 
complex together, holding hands, saying 'Let's meet our Father,' let's meet True Father at the 
Bonhyangwon, and become filial sons and daughters who can comfort True mother who has gone through 
many hardships. 
 

 
 
Heavenly Nation of Jeolla Special 40-day Activity -- Method of Jeongseong and Activity Goals 

 

1. North Jeolla Province 
 

1) Method of Jeongseong 
Full reading True Father's autobiography, prayer: calling out the names of inactive members, 
early morning Hoon Dok Hae, 43 full bows 

 
2) Activity Goals and Methods 
 

1. Peace Road, youth restaurants, holding welcoming events for inactive members such 
as Happy Day Seminars 
 
2. Open worship services for Ambassadors for Peace and Pyeonghwa Aewon 
 
3. Programs for inactive youth members (buffet- style meals, sports, etc.) 

 
2. Gwangju and South Jeolla Province 



 

 

 
1) Method of Jeongseong 
 
Prayer: calling out the names of inactive members, studying the Divine Principle, early morning 
Hoon Dok Hae, preparing the special donation for the Holy Ascension Breakfast fasting relay, 43 
full bows, Cheonshimwon prayer in trinity groups, offering Hyojeong Offering Papers, holy 
ground prayer 
 
2) Activity Goals and Methods 
 

1. One member visits one inactive member every day 
 
2. Connect to various activities such as offline Sunday service, sports activities, and holy 
ground pilgrimage to Geomundo 
 
3. Aunties visits – Aunties will contact and visit inactive second generations 
 
4. Open worship services for new members and inactive members 
 
5. True Family Values Activities, Volunteer activities 
 
6. SNS activities: sending True Parents' words and Divine Principle videos 
 
7. Communicate by telephone with inactive members and new members 
 
8. Organize youth groups and take photos, give presents 
 
9. Create unity in the family by going on family trips 
 
10. Programs to invite youth for "out-of-campus" Events 

 
3. Ocean and Jeju Island 
 

1) Method of Jeongseong 
Hoon Dok Hae of the autobiography, prayer: calling out the names of inactive members, 
1 on 1 Divine Principle teaching, early morning Hoon Dok Hae, 43 full bows, 

 
1. Peace Road, youth restaurants, and holding welcoming events for inactive members 
such as Happy Day Seminars 
 
2. Activities to bring back dormant members 
 
3. Organize trinities to restore inactive members, continuously call and visit them 
 
4. Appoint a person in charge of inactive members and visit 
 
5. Hold gatherings in groups for inactive members 
 
6. Share stories of the visiting times 
 
7. Contact and visit all inactive members, invite over 50% of inactive members 


